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Trade Practices Compliance Notice

Participants on GS1 Boards, committees, task forces, work groups, or other similar bodies, must always remember the purpose of the Board, committee, task force, or work group is to enhance the ability of all industry members to compete more efficiently and effectively to provide better value to the consumer or end user. GS1 activity almost always involves the cooperation of competitors; therefore great care must be taken to assure compliance with trade practices laws in Australia and in other jurisdictions.

This means:

• Participation must be voluntary.
• There will no exchange of confidential information such as prices products.
• Meetings will have a pre-prepared agenda and recorded by minutes.
• All recommendations from any meeting are recommendations only. Individual companies remain free to make independent, competitive decisions.
• Any standards developed must be voluntary standards.
• If any participant believes the group is drifting toward impermissible discussion, the topic shall be tabled until the opinion of lawyer(s) with experience in trade practices law can be obtained.

GS1 Meeting Compliance Statement
Current Position of Recall Food, Liquor & Consumer Goods
Report Summary

• Subscriber Onboarding 96% live (11 outstanding)
• Mock notifications excellent, shows companies are keeping on top of training and annual ready/live process
• 27 Recalls listed on FSANZ site First half of year TD. 2 Recalls were from Recall subscribers and both issued via platform.

• Pre-reads available here: https://www.gs1au.org/our-services/recall/gs1-australia-recall-and-recall-health
Recall Subscriber Growth

Recall Health: 325
Recall: 316
Supplier Onboarding

Status:
- Subscribed: 316
- Not Ready: 9 (3%)
- Ready: 2 (1%)
- Live: 305 (96%)
- On-boarding Target: 20
- Outstanding: 11
‘Live’ Notifications issues by FY Food, Drinks and Gen Merch

![Bar chart showing 'Live' Notifications issues by FY Food, Drinks and Gen Merch.](chart.png)
‘Mock’ Notifications issues by FY Food, Drinks and Gen Merch
27 companies have issued notifications in First half of year TD. 2 of whom were Recall platform suppliers and both issued notices via the platform

* % of Recall platform notices vs FSANZ Recalls in any QTR
Thank you.

*We look forward to your attendance next week*